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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of this project was to investigate the use of existing video resources, such as traffic 
cameras, police cameras, red light cameras, and security cameras for the long-term, real-time 
collection of traffic statistics. An additional objective was to gather similar statistics for pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

Use of existing video resources includes a number of challenges, such as poor video quality, 
challenging perspective, occlusion between vehicles or stationary objects and vehicles, and lighting 
conditions. Due to the long-term nature of permanent installations, traffic counting should require 
minimal user input but facilitate easy validation of counts when so desired. 

Throughout the course of the project, we investigated several methods for tracking vehicles under 
challenging conditions. The initial plan called for tracking based on optical flow. However, it was found 
that current optical flow–estimating algorithms are not well suited to low-quality video—hence, 
developing optical flow methods for low-quality video has been one aspect of this project.  

The method eventually used combines basic optical flow tracking with a learning detector for each 
tracked object—that is, the object is tracked both by its apparent movement and by its appearance 
should it temporarily disappear from or be obscured in the frame.  

We have produced a prototype software that allows the user to specify the vehicle trajectories of 
interest by drawing their shapes superimposed on a video frame. The software then tracks each vehicle 
as it travels through the frame, matches the vehicle’s movements to the most closely matching 
trajectory, and increases the vehicle count for that trajectory. 

In terms of pedestrian and bicycle counting, the system is capable of tracking these “objects” as well, 
though at present it is not capable of distinguishing between the three classes automatically. Continuing 
research by the principal investigator under a different grant will establish this capability as well. 
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CHAPTER 1 COUNTING VEHICLES IN OPPORTUNISTIC VIDEO 
 

Traffic sensing and monitoring has a wide variety of applications, with users ranging from the 
professional planners in the department of transportation, to soccer moms planning a picnic. On many 
controlled-access highways, the majority of sensing is done with magnetic loops embedded in the road 
surface. However, for arterial roads, that is typically not available. Chicago, having one of the world's 
largest networks of traffic and surveillance cameras, is uniquely positioned to take advantage of recent 
advances in computer vision.  

Performing traffic counts through video analysis is not a new idea, and commercial solutions exist for 
performing such traffic counts today. However, these solutions rely on custom cameras, carefully 
mounted in ideal observing locations for traffic counts. We propose to extend the scope of these 
methods to existing cameras, typically mounted for the purpose of manual traffic monitoring or law 
enforcement. Challenges include (1) variations in camera angle, focal length, and occlusion by 
obstructions; (2) intermittent changes in observation direction and focal length due to actuated 
cameras; and (3) variations in video quality: frame rate, resolution, and compression artifacts as well as 
transmission-induced stutters, glitches, and other abnormalities.    

This project’s aim was to overcome these challenges by developing novel techniques for object tracking 
(vehicular, pedestrian, and bicyclist), optical flow, road and lane detection, occluding object and 
foreground/background detection in opportunistic video, or video from existing camera resources.  

1.1 PROBLEM SETTING 

Figure 1 shows a frame from a typical road-facing camera operated by the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT). This frame also highlights some of the challenges in producing vehicle counts 
from existing video sources. The perspective is such that half of the frame is dedicated the ground 
close to the camera, and a third of the remainder shows the sky. The remaining, and central, 100 × 300 
pixels hold the primary information of the image. Here, only one vehicle is clearly discernible as a car. 
The remainder can be construed to be vehicles based on their size, overall shape and location on a 
road surface. Figure 2 shows a zoomed in version of the white vehicle facing the camera in the upper 
left corner of Figure 1 in isolation. Here, even a person would have great difficulty in identifying the 
object as a vehicle. Looking a little closer at Figure 1, we see several more vehicles, possibly three 
white vehicles and several dark vehicles facing away from the camera, and perhaps one more vehicle 
approaching the camera in the distance. The fact that the author of this report cannot reliably judge the 
number of vehicles present in the scene is witness to the challenge at hand. 

The goal of the project is to produce both traffic and turn counts. Here, traffic counts lend themselves to 
somewhat naïve solutions, focusing on the part of the image where the vehicles are large and clearly 
visible. This has been the primary focus of prior published work in this area. However, for accurate turn 
counts, it is necessary to follow vehicles beyond this zone of relative comfort and into the blurry regions 
farther into the distance, producing as long and accurate a vehicle trajectory as possible, in order to 
accurately classify the movement as belonging to one turn type or another.  
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CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSIONS 
 

While this project originally set out to do more than what was finally accomplished, we have made 
significant progress in the intended direction. We are able to produce usable turn counts from a wide 
variety of cameras and perspectives that are robust to both poor resolution and poor overall image 
quality. However, more research is needed to further strengthen the system in the face of severe 
occlusion, both in terms of stationary objects obstructing the view and in terms of vehicles obscuring 
each other. More work (and data) is also needed to extend this system to accurately classifying vehicle 
types as well as vehicles versus pedestrians and bicyclists. Here again, image quality constraints make 
contemporary approaches to these problems impractical.  

Overall, the project results have been both above and below expectations. We have learned a great 
deal and hope and plan to capitalize on these lessons in ongoing and upcoming projects in this exciting 
area of research. 

For more up-to-date information, and video recordings of the system in action, please see our project 
web page at http://www.cs.uic.edu/Bits/VehicleCounting. 
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